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I. Introduction

Cloud computing is a type of Internet based computing. It provides different services through the Internet – such as servers, storage and applications. It is beneficial for enterprises because of its reliability, security and performance.

Here the computing resources are easy to obtain and access, cheap, simpler to use. It also provides self-service, on-demand-service and pay-as-use consumption [1] and [2]. The virtual data centers where some virtual machines (VMs) are hosted on servers are becoming more popular due to cloud computing [3]. The main purpose of cloud computing is to provide the users instant access to the resources they need [4].

Clouds are said as the next-generation data centers [5]. But there are some specific types of attacks that take place in cloud by attackers. According to [6] and [8] some common attacks are Denial of Service Attack (DoS), Side Channel Attacks, Man in the Middle Attack, Cloud Malware – Inject Attack, Authentication Attack.

According to [7], author addresses to three types of Side Channel Attacks. These are called Timing Power Consumption Attacks and Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) Attacks. Among these attacks the Attacks, analysis of power traces is an effective way to obtain the encryption key from secure processors [11]. Attackers are often very successful in the power analysis attacks [13].

According to [7] and [10], attackers take approach of Simple Power Analysis (SPA), Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and High-Order Differential Power Analysis (HO-DPA) after getting power information from the cloud. Attackers directly observe a system’s power consumption in SPA attacks. According to the microprocessor instruction performed, the amount of power consumes varies. The leakage of power consumption is the source of side channel information. The side channel is characterized on the leakage of power [12].

Such as, at the time of performing Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data Encryption Standard (DES) rounds or RSA (RSA stands for Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman) operations by the microprocessor, can be identified during different parts of the operations. For example, RSA can be broken by revealing differences between multiplication and squaring operations as well as DES has differences within permutations and shifts. SPA can break these operations [10].

Side channel power analysis is a newer type of attack, based on the side channel power consumption information. According to [7], author discussed some solutions of power analysis attacks by adopting approaches of shielding, reduction of signal size, addition of noise, power consumption balancing, and modification of algorithm design. There are also some other approaches discussed in [8] and [9] by using a virtual firewall appliance and randomly encryption decryption.

Leakage of power and side channel information is the main causes of power analysis attacks. These approaches discussed by the authors are used to prevent leakage of power or providing wrong information. But all these techniques are designed and proposed for user machines. Cloud providers have to prepare all user machines according to these designs for protecting them. It might be better not to make any
change in the user machines and to think of a different way. It might be better if cloud providers use a virtual machine (VM) in physical machines to guard user’s data, stored in other VMs. The guard virtual machine could be said as Police VM. It can change the real power information and provide false information.

A Police VM can hide the power consumption information by providing false information. For example, at the time of performing AES rounds in user VM, a Police VM starts a different operation, such as DES operation. At that time, attackers get the power consumption information from the Police VM instead of the real information. Side channel power consumption attack can mitigate using a Police VM.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides details about the research methodology. Section III presents the design and implementation of this work. Section IV shows results and discussion from the study. Finally, Section V contains the summary of our study and concludes with future work.

II. Research Methodology

Cloud computing is becoming popular day by day because of its less cost and more profit. Because of its popularity, hackers target clouds to get valuable information. After studies, we came to know about different types of attacks take place in a cloud environment. Among them side channel attack is newer. We also came to know about power analysis attack which is one type of side channel attack.

After studying about side channel power analysis attack, we prepared a block diagram. The block diagram represents how these attacks take places. In cloud environment a physical machine consists of some virtual machines (VMs). Users use these virtual machines in different purposes. Attackers place his VM beside the target user VM and get power consumption information. Using this information, they try to find out the secret key of the user VM.

We are proposing to use a Police VM beside the user VM on the purpose of preventing this attack. It is same as the normal VM, but it stands for protecting other VMs from getting power consumption information. It consists of some anti-attack units. Here is another block diagram based on how a police VM should be installed and how it could be used.

We prepared a flow chart that represents the process how a user VM may work at the time of performing any encryption operation and attackers get the power consumption information during this period. Furthermore, here is a flow chart to represent the work of a Police VM. A Police VM works when a user VM starts to perform any encryption operation; such as DES or RSA operations. During this period Police VM provides false information through doing a different encryption operation from the user VM; such as AES operation. By doing this it generates false information and provides this in the cloud environment. Attackers get the false information from the police VM rather than from any user VMs and attackers cannot generate the secret key that is used in the user VM and it becomes hard for them to access the user VM through side channel attack. We made a pseudo code based on our theory and implemented this by making a program on it. Furthermore, we discuss about the results we get from our work and analyze it.

III. Design and Implementation

Cloud provides different types of services such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). In IaaS model cloud provides infrastructure. This is like a collection of multiple computers, VMs and also other resources where users can store their applications [9].

A physical machine mainly has more than one VM. That means more than one client share the same physical host. The VMs are could be in co-residence in a physical host. But side channel attacks mostly occurred because of sharing resources. The co-residence of VMs is a part of cloud computing and this cannot go away and this can be concerned as a drawback, but the cloud has to go with this as well. Allowing this co-residence cloud can take an approach to handle the attackers.

a) Power Analysis Attack Approach

When a regular VM converts a plaintext to a cipher text by using a particular operation such as AES operation, then the power consumption information can be got by the attacking VM. The attacking VM analyses the power consumption information by SPA, DPA or HO-DPA techniques and can recognize the operation that is used to make the cipher text. Then the attacker can generate the private key and can attack the target VM. Power analysis attacking approach is shown in Fig.1.
These attacks are based on analyzing the power consumption of the unit at the time of the encryption operation. By some simple differential power analysis attackers can gain information. Using this, he can get the secret key.

b) A Police VM

A police VM is similar like a regular virtual machine that is launched by a physical host, but the difference of this from a regular VM is that, a police VM is created to prevent and handle side channel attacks [14]. A police VM consists of some units inside it which are called as anti-attack units. There could be none or more than one unit inside a VM. This is a software component which is made for preventing and handling side channel attacks. A Police VM containing some anti-attack units inside it are shown in Fig. 2.

These are installed inside the VM according to the attack and the situation. Different units can work in different situations and they can work for the different user VMs at a time. The structure has some advantages like scalability and varied execution timing. Scalability means that the units can be installed when they are necessary [14].

Figure 1: Side Channel Power Analysis Attack
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Figure 2: A Police VM containing Anti-Attack Units

When there is a new attack, then new types of units can be developed and installed. Varied execution timing means a police VM could be used in timing need. The operation of a Police VM is shown in Fig. 3.

c) Flowchart

In cloud, attackers get power consumption information when a user is doing any operation. By analyzing them, they try to find out the operation. A flow chart is given in Fig. 4 which shows how an operation is performed in a user VM.

A user VM gets the message and key from the user and check for their validity. After getting them it starts for encrypting the message. At the time of doing any encrypting operation the power consumption information was released from the user VM. In such a way side channel information is leaked from any user VM.
Figure 4: The Operation of a User VM

Figure 5: The Operation of a Police VM

At the time of doing any encryption operation inside the user VM the Police VM got power from the user and starts working. A dummy message and a dummy key are generated inside it. It starts to do another encryption operation. In this way it creates false power information which can confuse attackers. Police VM can also compare the real and false information after that it releases it. A flow chart is given in Fig. 5 to show how an operation is performed in a Police VM.

d) Pseudo Code
User VM:
Step 1: Input Message Text
Step 2: Input Key Text
Step 3: Check the Key Validity
Step 4: Check the Message Validity
Step 5: Encrypt the message using AES Algorithm
Step 6: Find the Power from user VM during AES operation

Police VM:
Step 1: Capture the power of user VM
Step 2: Create Dummy Text
Step 3: Create Dummy Key
Step 4: Encrypt the Dummy text using DES Algorithm
Step 5: Find the False Power from the Police VM during DES operation
Step 6: Compare False power and Captured Power
If false power == captured power
Then, go to Step 1.
Else, transmit false power.

IV. Results and Discussion

RSA in cloud environment the power which is consumed by a regular machine can easily be traceable. DES rounds and RSA operations can be identified. SPA monitoring can find out the permutation and shifting, which is performed in every round in a DES operation. Fig. 5 represents the power traces of DPA operation. Here the DPA values are measured in watts.

Figure 6: DPA power traces of DES rounds

RSA operation can also be traced by SPA analysis. The square and multiply sequences can easily be identified. Fig. 6 shows the power traces of RSA exponential operation, which is vulnerable to SPA analysis. The square and multiply are shown figure. The power trace of square is shown by blue color and the power trace of multiply is shown by orange color.

Figure 7: SPA power traces of RSA operation

The Police VM can be made in such a way so that the power consumption information of any user VM could be kept hidden and it releases false power. It generates false power consumption information to protect the real power consumption information. When a regular VM converts a plaintext to a cipher text by using a particular operation such as AES operation, then the Police VM starts to convert a dummy plaintext to a dummy cipher text by using a different type of operation; such as DES operation.

Police VM generates different power consumption information. As a result, attackers get false information from the Police VM. They analyse the information by using SPA, DPA or HO-DPA operations and think that the user is doing a DES operation rather than AES. Attackers cannot break the real key that is generated by the real user rather than they make the dummy key that is used in the Police VM. In such a way a Police VM can change the real power consumption information which is generated by the user and provides false power consumption information generated by it.

Besides power analysis information a Police VM can also be used to prevent other types of side channel attacks. Any side channel information that can be leaked from a user VM can easily be changed by it. It can also be programmed not only for generating false information but also comparing the false and the real power. After comparing the false and real power it tries to find out whether they are same or not. If these are same, it runs the operation again with a different encryption system and then compare again. If the both power information are not same, then the Police VM provides the made up power that is generated by it.

If a Police VM is used in a cloud environment, there is no need to make any change in every VM for protection. A single police VM can work for different user VMs for different purposes. It’s easy to install and also programmable. In this way a Police VM can handle or mitigate any types of side channel attacks including the power analysis attack.

Based on this research, we made a program that shows how a user VM works at the time of doing any encryption operation. We have used AES operation...
in the user VM. We also show the power consumption information at the time of the AES operation in the user VM. We also made a Police VM beside. We have used DES operation for it. When the user VM starts its operation, the Police VM starts its work and makes false information. If attackers try to get power consumption information, they get this from the Police VM not from the user VM.

V. Conclusion

Cloud computing brings many benefits, but it also causes several security issues. One of these issues are the side channel attacks. These attacks are based on information gained from the physical implementation of a machine. Attackers can easily gain secret information from a device by using side channel attack. It is a good idea to provide security against this attack by using different approaches. Here, we aim at providing a platform to prevent side channel power analysis attacks using a newer approach named as “Police VM”. It can provide false power information to attackers. They become unable to find out the secret key which is used in the user VM. The main purpose of this work is to make the cloud more secure by hiding the real power information of users. The program is developed for desktop based cloud computing. The future work can be addressed for mobile based cloud computing that will also provide less time complexity and to find out an easier solution to prevent side channel power analysis attack which will be more effective.
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